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Abstract: The article examines the problems of human life in a totalitarian state. Examples of the use of violence against adults and children are given. Describes the harsh treatment of free-thinking citizens. It is assumed that the increase in the number of diseases in children is directly related to the quality of imported products, therefore, it is recommended to check for the content of psychoactive substances and other components that negatively affect the nervous system of children. A special threat to civilians in a totalitarian state can be represented by experiments on people in order to intimidate and influence the psyche. Particular attention should be paid to sex education, namely, the satisfaction of cognitive, family needs within the framework of moral principles. It should be taken into account that when taking psychoactive substances, libido in relation to a spouse or spouse decreases (oppression of the brain centers responsible for processing sensory information), which leads to negative consequences.
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INTRODUCTION

The growth of crime, poverty, diseases of the population are the problems of a totalitarian state. This article will analyze possible crimes using modern technologies in order to prevent them.

Let's start with children’s diseases. It can be assumed that the increase in the number of diseases in children is directly related to the diagnosis, but this is not the case. The first step is to measure the emotional state of children. Factors of a negative state are: an unfavorable emotional background in the family (parental conflicts, pre-divorce proceedings, nutrition, etc.). Particular attention should be paid to the physiological state of children, namely to check the quality of products imported into the region for the content of psychoactive substances and other unexplored concentration gens, which negatively affect the nervous system of children. The chain may be as follows: the criminality of one state finds leverage on another state through: the supply of products, drugs that adversely affect first the nervous system, and then the general emotional background of children and adults. A special threat to a totalitarian state can be conducting experiments on people in order to intimidate and influence the psyche. The experience may be as follows: taking certain foods depresses the nervous system, as a result of the working day there is no desire to discuss the quality of free medicine and other problems. Further, the intake of latent drugs leads to the elimination of the satisfaction of cognitive, family needs within the framework of moral principles, namely, the libido in relation to the spouse or spouse decreases (depression of the brain centers responsible for processing sensory information) and the impulses of the motor zones are accelerated, which are easier for the psyche to satisfy through inanimate or inappropriate objects, namely watching porn films, gambling addictions and other dysfunctions of the genital area. Further, the content of cartoons and films can contain 25 frames and be voiced by order of members of criminal gangs. So after listening to cartoons about “Cars”, “robots” and so on with frightening phrases and the designation of actions “kill him”, “girls played enough” and so on, an aggressive component of the cognitive part of self-awareness is formed in children, then our children go against our own children and our compatriots. Question: who needs it?

Next, you need to ask yourself why the number of terrorism, suicides and visits to doctors (especially to psychiatrists). Here we can assume the following: are the internal aggressive voices that hear “sick” people, as it were, the product of information developments (implants) in order to influence the way of thinking and, in general, human freedom.

The increase in transmissions with the investigation of parenting, inaccurate figures on infant mortality may be a consequence of the continuation of experiments and crimes of separating twins, providing rich parents with children, selling organs. It is necessary to ask the question whether the desire to become a leader in the search for cures for AIDS and other dangerous diseases cannot become a question of conducting targeted experiments on infecting healthy people with AIDS and comparing them with those who lead an asocial lifestyle. It cannot be that a declaration of war is not a cry about war, but a quiet covert work to undermine the ordinary life of ordinary people, namely circular crime and slavery of people in low-paid labor, child abuse, when state...
kindergartens are open to criminal gangs (for photographers, whom they did not verify the authenticity of the documents or checked, but for the money let them go to the children in the garden for the purpose of filming, searching for children for sale, intimidating dissenting parents (the employer’s order to the criminal group to calm down the insubordinate subordinate through revenge on the child). Low wages and high prices are not the result of a vicious circle of the state's underworld. Following the example of the fact that one and the same car can be repaired within a month and several times, only because in the same service one has been repaired for you, and the other has already been tweaked, and in two weeks you will come there again.

In working with children in schools and kindergartens, there is a lack of compliance with sanitary and hygienic conditions (lack of ventilation modes, purchase of products by the type of search for a cheap contractor, etc.), and most importantly, the admission to work of teachers who are not able to work with children. The transition to the work of teachers according to the principle of 3 teachers in 2 groups, when teachers, performing a particularly important mission to preserve the health of children, must work beyond their own capabilities. It is not surprising that such dissonance leads to a painful state of teachers who must, but cannot, under such conditions, take care of children.

High occupancy in groups not in accordance with the new physiological capabilities of children. It is necessary to check the compliance of sanitary and hygienic conditions in order to ensure the health of modern children. The lack of premises should not be an excuse, the idea of kindergartens should change, even a child without diagnoses may well play and sleep in well-ventilated conditions and kindergartens with different designs. The reason for the construction of 2-storey gardens is not clear, children of senior and preparatory groups may well go down the cable ladder from the 3rd and 4th floor. This requires work with engineers and designers.

The use of implants allows perverts to watch the fantasies of citizens, easy access to surveillance cameras and access to apartments for the purpose of filming home scenes of the married life of ordinary citizens and selling in the markets.

Collective bullying at enterprises for monetary reward, impunity for criminals, and so on does not allow us to call life in the 21st century as life in a democratic society, it is mostly a primitive communal system and slavery. Further, the question of free health insurance - why is it called free, if we are charged a huge income tax, regardless of the level of salary. It is on this tax that medicine and policy are provided. The feeling that the social insurance fund and medical institutions have little to do with each other.

Lack of understanding of laws by the management of institutions. For example, the activities of ministries, departments in the building are separate from each other. Educational institutions do not have a decree on the recommendations of the Ministry of Education, as they are more "friends" with the Education Department. And have no idea about the levels of government and the requirements for compliance with the law. The Education Department is unclear for what reasons it summons the heads of educational institutions to the planning meetings and explains the need to fulfill the official duties of the leaders. Administration time is wasted on both the one hand and the other, despite the fact that there is an order that is an integral part of the institution's work.

The methodological recommendations should clearly indicate the concept of "recommendations" and who is responsible for the implementation and non-implementation of the recommendations, the consequences of non-implementation of the recommendations should be indicated, and the manager should understand that the failure to comply with and implementation of the recommendations is clearly in accordance with the signed document (instruction), the responsibility for ill-considered consequences of non-compliance with recommendations that are not spelled out in the document. The administrations of educational institutions, realizing and comparing their salaries and the salaries of others (for example, university teachers), consider it normal, on a whim, not to allow students to practice, without explaining at the legislative level the reasons for not admitting. At the same time, the heads of educational institutions appoint several deputies for themselves with a small team. At the same time, teachers work 3 educators for 2 groups in such a responsible work.

When opening a company in the city, you need to think not about the quality of the services provided, but about fierce competition, about the work of non-professionals.

Registrations were arranged for the unwanted in the city. As soon as a dissenter changed his place of residence, he was given a residence permit, but not the one indicated in the passport. Registration is a criminal law, when in a new place a person is deprived of conditions for a normal existence, they watch the torment and enjoy.

The following is a description of cases from unknown sources, which will reflect all the problems of the totalitarian state. Citizens lacked qualified medical care. Especially the problem concerned children. Parents invited doctors to meet them at home. Question: who tested this doctor for pedophilia. Based on this life event, we must conclude: everyone who works with children should be thoroughly tested for the addiction or presence of sexual attraction to children. This must be on and off surveillance using a) watching videos and photos with children in everyday life and simultaneously assessing the physiological state with connected devices for libido, b) creating thermal imagers for assessing sexual energy when a person is at the playground (observation). Equipping all premises with children (secondary school, preschool educational institution, etc.) with video access for parents and specialists in the protection of children's health.
Children lived in families where parents suffered from alcohol addiction. More often, mothers did not divorce due to fear of being left homeless with their children. Everyone in the family suffered, but corruption in law enforcement agencies led to the fact that a parent in a state of alcoholic psychosis was released within a day within 6 hours after the attack. The impossibility of a woman with a low income and homelessness led to the impossibility of divorce. Question: why municipal housing is not being built if law-abiding citizens cannot divorce, fearing to stay on the street.

Children went to school, in which every day they asked a large number of different tasks for each lesson. Schools schedule was from 8.30-15.00, and sometimes longer. A huge number of tasks with a huge amount of irrelevant knowledge led to fatigue, aggression and nervous breakdowns of students. Teachers came tired, with headaches, and the students before the lesson conveyed information to each other with what mood the teacher came to school. In some schools, students were humiliated and beaten. The question arises: why the weakest inhabitants of the planet were surrounded by a sick educational system and teachers. For what reasons, the strictest professional selection of teachers is not carried out for the presence of addictions, low stress resistance, with a negative emotional state. For some reason, all disciplines had nothing to do with each other. Knowledge was torn and often deceitful. The authors of the textbooks had nothing to do with the educational process as a whole, the administration had nothing to do with the students, and the most important issue was the question of preparing for the Unified State Exam. As a result, no one was interested in the mood of the students themselves, what kind of family situation the children are in, maybe and it was known, but there was no special system for changing situations. As a result, the children were not prepared for life, neither the school nor the family determined life guidelines.

Children with different educational opportunities studied at school, and not because it could be defined as underdevelopment, but simply children were born with different purposes, but no one really considered their abilities: either you study according to the same program at school, or correctional, because you cannot learn the usual.

In the city, people with addictions "lost their families". The assumption is that those lost to the family, most likely, were not protected by the state. That is, children could be used by criminals for various purposes, understanding impunity.

There were swindlers in the city. In the evenings, citizens came to apartments under the guise of employees and offered to change the pension insurance fund. Fake uniforms, documents, fake families with different surnames - all this led to the idea of a dead security system in the state of the 21st century.

Talented employees of organizations do not have career growth, as they do not have the necessary connections. This is how managers who are not related to science were assigned to educational organizations. Example of dislocation from one place to another: the Manager is working, for example, in the city hall, commits a crime - for example, the opening of the garden without the appropriate requirements. Instead of being jailed for committing a crime against children, a Manager who has connections in the right places leaves on their own and finds a place in a University. Rectors of universities, obeying the laws of the totalitarian state system, accept the person necessary for the criminal community of the city or region. Leadership positions were conditionally won at cards once in a lifetime, then only the places were changed.

University administrations that honestly perform their official duties (who understand the importance of science and education for the development of society) warned pseudo-managers about the need to support talented teachers. Such "wedding aces" created the appearance of support for science and education, but envy of independent people led to the persecution of dissenters. Pseudo-managers United with colleagues older in age and accustomed to high positions, organized harassment of talented specialists: exhibitions of obscene paintings with vile hints, attracting pseudo-psychologists to introduce new technologies to destroy the honor and dignity of a citizen (writing texts with negative information about close relatives, installing hidden video cameras in the classroom for the same purpose), writing essays with hints about the poor upbringing of her child, teachers, students, and graduate students participated in this. Further efforts were combined with teachers from all institutes.

At first, the director of the institute began to support, but her dislike for free-thinking and uncomfortable colleagues, sharply revised her views on the talented teacher. Teaming up with older colleagues who were accustomed to high positions, they began to persecute the teacher: exhibitions of obscene paintings with vile allusions, support of pseudopsychologists, writing essays with hints about the poor upbringing of her child, teachers, students, graduate students took part in this. Further efforts were combined with the teachers of not only the native, then it seemed, the institute, but also all other institutes. For crimes against the person, they hoped to turn the administration against the union of a talented teacher and the top of the university: some for the sake of passing through the competition, who were simply afraid of losing their position, and so on. Further, the teacher began to be checked not only for aptitude, installing cameras in the classroom and discussing what he saw later, but the real shock was attending a conference of school students. At which the school children made reports in which the same talented teacher recognized himself in unpleasant images. Colleagues of educational institutions collaborated with the director of the same institute. The crime got to the point where
children were attracted. Further, the citizen began to notice that cartoons began to be shown on TV with the content that the work of the police groom was aimed at eliminating the possible union of a girl of about 40 years old and a bandit, then cartoons appeared that were broadcast on TV in the kitchen and reflected in the eyes of the criminals the immoral lifestyle of the citizen. Then from another source.

From the first person. Then they scared me, my child is not my own son, that they changed in the hospital. I remembered that in the hospital they said low sugar in the child. I need to take glucose, a day later the doctor came and showed the results of the analysis for someone else's child, talking about my. I said, this is not my child's analysis, the doctor replied that the tests were mixed up and there was no need to take glucose. It turns out that there was a network of various criminals in the city. People walked around the city either sad, or anxious, or after drunkenness. I «especially liked» the manifestation of democracy at the public hearings in the city hall on the construction. Citizens were paid money for votes, and the number of stories was increased. Further, the citizen began to notice that in the morning she got out of bed badly, was very tired, swollen, had terrible dreams and the food was tasteless. At night, liquid nitrogen was released through the heating system (invisible and odorless), which poisoned the body.

Further, the citizen noticed that her son had injection marks between his toes, the child became nervous, the teachers trembled and said that everything was in order. The child lost weight every day the woman's swelling increased and the child's swelling appeared, then the streets were empty and sitting in the bus you could see how the bus stopped in the wrong place and the passengers nervously demanded the data of the driver who stopped in the wrong place. Then banners appeared which were not checked for the presence of information defaming honor and dignity.

Then on Saturday at 7.00 I was going to go with the child to the hospital, as the child's edema increased, the citizen could not get through to the infectious diseases hospital, the nurse came to examine the child and sprinkled something in his face, the child went limp, but immediately got up. We went to the infectious diseases hospital, so a girl was sitting in the ward and playing a tablet, from there I heard about my child's bad luck and realized that cameras were installed at my house and my home life was broadcast around the city, they made bets, gave out tasks, they mocked the child in the kindergarten and videos were uploaded to a closed group on the Internet. In the hospital in the ward, I could not breathe, as the valve on the battery was opened, and gas came from there, it became bad, the nurse came and wiped the floor, we left there. Then we moved to my mother and for several days they served an unpleasant smell, which made me feel bad. The day came when we were walking down the street and passers-by looked at us as if they were parting with us. In the ear (on the implant) they gave information: the city was seized by terrorists, letters with threats of terrorist acts were sent from your computer. In the apartment - in the ear they said (implant) wipe the children, this is gas. After I woke up the next day, I felt very good, I didn't have any pain, but as soon as I started talking to people who thought badly of me, I got sick again. The implant said: wait for the evening, you need to stand, you need to use this opportunity and catch the criminals. So I realized that they were organizing a gathering of terrorists for me in the country in order to remove a free-thinking person. This is how the game "with the world on a string" was organized.

On April 9, about 23.00, they said they had to stand, they had to withstand and they began to apply gas, I ran to the window for every gas exhaust, and on the street people came up and threw something to the house, someone with a backpack, someone pulled something out from under his jacket, someone drove in a car and shouted alahakbar, I stood until 5 in the morning and jumped on the gas. Then I lay down and heard in my ear: signals are being sent to terrorists from your mobile, then I heard drugs were planted at your dacha. I didn't understand what was happening. Then fell asleep. The next day I felt gas from my clothes, from my relatives, they saw my behavior and called a psychiatrist. Psychiatrist H. was pleased with the result of the work, he asked how I felt, if I understood what had happened. I was in my right mind and the only thing I was afraid of was inner voices, understanding that my thoughts were being listened to (since, passing by the TV, the heroes of the films answered my questions, which I asked about myself). I told the Psychiatrist that the only thing I'm afraid of is going to a psychiatric hospital. He told me that I was not threatened of a psychiatric hospital, perhaps a meeting with the investigator. I didn't understand for what reason. I have not committed any crimes.

Then I began to understand that if they read my thoughts, then there is something in the body, some kind of mechanism that reads it: either teeth with an electronic one or an implant in the ear. While the psychiatrist was talking with my family, I was lying on the couch and felt very bad, they said in my ear the house was seized, you coped with it, and someone sadly said "the news does not report a terrorist attack, there is no information". Then the therapist came. I lay down and decided to get up, the TV said "The game continues." Further it turned out that the psychiatrist H. told my family that I had schizophrenia, and it was an attack. To me (a sane person and I understand a hero who took one battle against more than 3,000 animals (as I later assumed they were terrorists who gathered in a game "with the world on a string"), treat as a deeply sick person. It was very painful, not even the night itself, but the fact that the people in white coats turned out to be the same criminals. I answered all the questions of the psychiatrist accurately, but the fact that my speech was incoherent, but you
have to understand that I did not sleep at night. The diagnosis of “schizophrenia” was made easily and simply: on the call of criminals in power. At the request of relatives who wanted to get rich, etc.

Further it turned out that distant relatives also learned about my pseudo-diagnosis. It can be concluded that in the city a number of doctors close to the authorities drove dissenting people to insanity, suicide, psychiatric hospitals. Information about incorrectly made (purchased) diagnoses was disseminated with the aim of destroying the honor and dignity of a person. In the late afternoon the doorbell rang. I heard the sound of a bomb in the corridor, a doctor came into the room, examined me, gave me a pill, and I went to bed. Half asleep, I heard: “I am a director, and you are my best worker, I realized that during the week, most likely, psychotropic drugs were poured into me with food, which led to a state that allowed me to withstand that night.

The next day, the pressure rose to 160-189 units. Then in the evening I heard in my ear, if we drove them out of the city, we will deal with those who are in the city, and from the TV screen the characters of the films said “What to do with this, what to do with this ...”, meaning what method of reprisal to arrange. The ratio was as follows: if the alleged offender had to sit down, I had to sit on the sofa; if for life, lie on the sofa. This went on for 4 hours. Further, the heroes of various programs or films from the TV told me (by amplifying the sound, placing accents) that everywhere in the apartment there were cameras, mirrors with video sensors, TVs with the same devices. Then they told me in my ear that after standing that night I became a hero of Russia, I realized that then people came to me (someone assigned me the role of a witch) and threw something (they took it out from under jackets, backpacks, etc.), I was afraid for my family, and I constantly felt gas. Then I began to compare the facts and as a result I realized that behind my teeth with electronic devices there are criminals who receive information. Then I realized that my information is valuable because it is true. And then on the Internet, I realized that someone had to pay for cutting off my teeth-informants from criminals. Billions of dollars were announced on the Internet. In the city, teeth were switched to “their listeners” reluctantly.

And most importantly, before the situation at night, I realized that my love of freedom led to aggression from the outside 1. Those who stood behind her husband's dental implants (Moscow). 2. Officials at non-regional level who listened to valuable information. From the news, I guessed that high-level criminals would not let me go just like that. Criminals were sent to the city, I asked to stop, but I understood that they were collecting criminals of the planet for many billions of dollars. Experts caught networks of terrorists, contract killers, maniacs, corrupt officials, child traffickers, as it were, dead employees, cybercriminals. As a result, states have cleaned up their ranks. The city has become a collection of bad personnel and their retraining in good.

Every day I went outside, and as soon as I had bad thoughts in the opinion of the criminals who organized this, they hit me on the head with an implant - severe pain in the crown region, this went on for a very long time, in the summer I went south and went for a walk in the evening, using the same implant, they acted on the heart muscle, and my heart ached very much for an hour until I came home, then men paid attention to me - the smell of an unkempt woman was fed.

Then I began to understand that, thanks to the same electronic devices, terrible dreams are broadcast to me and my son through satellite dishes. Son dreamed of pornography. When the son sat down to watch TV, it was as if male and female actors looked at him, and the son was sexually aroused, the actors from the TV enjoyed themselves, as perverts passed through my child.

I went out into the street, I could not look at people after taking drugs, all their actions were either strained or abrupt, I could not look in the eyes, I could not do anything, and continued to live. Then the game “with the world on a string” began, everyone played - children, students, schoolchildren humiliated residents, passers-by ran up close behind in the street in order to scare, in the store they approached the child and on the street with a desire to touch, so I learned about women bees and other perverts. I put the child in a kindergarten, and there the children fight, the teachers do not pay attention to this. The group room was very stuffy, the children were tired by the end of the day. After all this story, I am afraid to take my child to kindergarten, I am afraid to leave him in the playrooms of shopping centers.

Now, from time to time on the implant, they say that Zh.R. was an accomplice in my persecution, he was a year older and studied at the same school.

When I thought badly about the team of the ruler of the state (summer 2019), they knocked on the walls, neighbors made noise, unbearably children shouted. The psyche was still weak, so these sounds for me were terribly loud, the hands of my relatives interfered with me, all the perception of the world was algorithmic after that night. The slightest movement caused a sharp emotional reaction. To my negative attitude to this state system, where criminals are in power, where children and adults die, where corruption flourishes, where everyone is raped in one form or another (citizens, theater and film stars, where people disappear and lose their memory, where people become slaves), the criminal community reacted 1. a custom-made crime (the society was presented with the image of one who seems to make wrong decisions. At the same time, the one who really was the main criminal understood that the citizen who accurately analyzes and thinks correctly interferes, and through the implant, her wise decisions were transmitted to honest employees. The criminals understood that if this continued, it would be more difficult for them to destroy the believers. Honest employees no longer understood where the real face of the criminal-the head of state, and where the person who thinks correctly. As a
result, a pre-prepared operation to fight as if against a traitor to the Motherland turned out to be a scheme of crime against a good person. This is what the lack of cooperation between external and internal intelligence agencies means, the lack of a single external independent information field.

On May 9, 1945, a direct war ended and the most brutal hidden war began and lasted until 2019 (countries with countries, regions with regions, streets with streets, power structures with each other. May 9, 45 is a bow to the fallen for stopping tanks, but not the end of the war. Hope 2019-2020 is a real stop to the war.
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